
Quilt Corral’s A Tree a Day project  

Join Carol and Barb and make a Tiny Tree A Day every 

day for a year! At the end of the year we will each have 

a finished quilt with 365 cute 3” x 4 ½” tree blocks! 

There is something satisfying about finishing a block 

every day but you may find it easier to stay on track by 

sewing 7 blocks a week. Or a batch of 10 or 20 at a time. 

The goal is 365 blocks by Dec 31, 2022. How you get 

there is ultimately up to you. 

To get started: 

1. Purchase your Tiny Tree template set from Quilt 

Corral for $15. If ordering online type Tiny Tree 

Template Set into the search box at 

www.thequiltcorral.net.  

2. Like and Follow Quilt Corral on Facebook and 

Instagram. That’s where we will be posting progress. 

3. Determine the colors you will use. Scrappy trees and 

scrappy backgrounds from your scrap bag will be fun or 

you could use a color or fabric theme, such as solids or Lori Holt prints, or Western, or Civil War, or Tula Pink. You could 

make all green trees with no repeats making it a charm quilt. Or you could cut 4” strips of fabric from your stash and 

make several of each print. The choice is yours. 

4. Set yourself up for success.  

• Find a project box or bag to keep everything together.  

• Use a calendar to track your progress. Cross off the day for each tree you make. You may be able to find a 

calendar the size of a credit card for your sewing box (check your junk mail!). 

5. Cutting tips: 

• Cut trees in batches so you have a pile to choose from each day. When you run out, cut more. 

• A 4” x WOF strip will yield 15 trees. A 10” Layer Cake will yield 336 trees (8 per square). A 5” Charm pack will 

yield 84 trees (2 per charm square). 

• If you want all the background the same you will need about 4 yards. If you also want to make alternate plain 

blocks in the same fabric add another 4 ½ yards.  

• If you are using one fabric for all tree trunks and one fabric for all backgrounds you can strip piece the trunk unit 

and precut them for the whole year. Then just grab one each day and sew it to your tree. 

6. Sew by hand or machine or both! 

• If sewing by hand, use a piece of sandpaper and a ruler with a ¼” line to draw the ¼” seam allowance on the 

wrong side of the tree piece (it’s not necessary to draw sewing lines on the background pieces). The Magic 

Triangle Ruler, or Add-a-quarter ruler are great for adding ¼” sewing lines.  

• Sew on the go! Use a small tin just big enough to hold a few precut blocks, thread and needle. When you go on a 

trip take blocks with you to hand sew. When you get home resume making blocks on the machine. 

7. Assembling the quilt. Sew rows together as you go. When you finish your last tree sew the final row to your quilt and 

you’ll be finished! 

http://www.thequiltcorral.net/

